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��������: Tissue9engineered three9dimensional (3D) cancer models employing biomimetic 

hydrogels as cellular scaffolds provide contextual ��� ����� recapitulation of the native tumor 

microenvironment, thereby improving their relevance for use in cancer research.  This study 

reports the use of poly(ethylene glycol)9fibrinogen (PF) as a suitable biosynthetic hydrogel for 

the 3D culture of three breast cancer cell lines: MCF7, SK9BR93 and MDA9MB9231. 

Modification of the matrix characteristics of PF hydrogels was achieved by addition of excess 

poly(ethylene glycol) diacrylate, which resulted in differences in Young’s moduli, degradation 

behavior, release kinetics and ultrastructural variations in scaffold microarchitecture. Cancer 

cells were maintained in 3D culture with high viability within these hydrogels and resulted in 

cell9type dependent morphological changes over time. Cell proliferation and 3D morphology 

within the hydrogels were visualized through immunofluorescence staining. Finally, spatial 

heterogeneity of colony area within the hydrogels was quantified, with peripheral cells forming 

colonies of higher area compared to those in the interior regions. Overall, PF9based hydrogels 

facilitate 3D culture of breast cancer cells and investigation of cellular behavior in response to 

varying matrix characteristics. PF9based cancer models could be potentially used in future 

investigations of cancer biology and in anti9cancer drug9testing applications.   
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���� !"��� �

The development of three9dimensional (3D) tissue9engineered cancer models employing 

the use of biomimetic polymers for cell encapsulation and culture is an important step towards ���

����� modeling of the disease for investigations of tumorigenic mechanisms and drug9testing 

applications.
194

 In traditional drug testing approaches, cancer cells cultured on two9dimensional 

(2D) substrates are used for testing efficacies of potential candidate drugs. However, due to 

inherent differences between 2D cultured cells and those in native tumor tissue, many 

compounds fail to meet desired levels of efficacy and safety in clinical studies.
5,6

 In order to 

bridge this gap in correlation, bioengineered cancer models have been developed by culturing 

cancer cells within 3D biomimetic scaffolds that mimic key aspects of the native tumor 

microenvironment under ��� ����� conditions.
698

 These scaffolds used for simulating native 

extracellular matrix (ECM) characteristics are usually obtained from natural (�	
	 collagen, 

Matrigel, agarose)
3,4,9,10

, synthetic (�	
	 poly(ethylene glycol), poly(lactic9co9glycolic acid))
11913

 

or hybrid (combination of natural and synthetic) sources.
14,15

  

One of the components of the native tumor ECM is fibrinogen, which is known to be 

secreted and deposited by cancer cells.
16,17

 Fibrinogen (Fb) is a hexameric, nodular protein with a 

molecular weight of approximately 340 kDa and consisting of two sets of α, β and γ chains, 

linked by disulfide bonds.
18

 When fibrinogen is covalently conjugated with poly(ethylene glycol) 

diacrylate (PEGDA), it forms PEG9fibrinogen (PF) via Michael9type addition reaction between 

thiol groups on the cysteine sites in the fibrinogen molecule and the PEGDA polymeric chains.
19

 

PF can be photocrosslinked to form hydrogels in the presence of Eosin Y using visible light 

under physiological temperature and pH.
20

 This capability renders it suitable for encapsulation 

and culture of a wide variety of cell types including smooth muscle cells (SMCs), induced 
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pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs), chondrocytes and others.
21923

  Specific modifications of the PF 

precursor (variation in PEGDA chain length, incorporation of Pluronic F127 micelles) have been 

shown to cause significant changes in the microarchitecture and overall bulk properties of the 

resulting hydrogel and subsequent changes in cellular morphology and function.
19,22,24

 Hence, PF 

hydrogels can be suitably modulated at the macro9, micro9 and nano9scales to investigate cellular 

responses to varying microenvironmental cues. 

In recent studies, 3D breast cancer models have been developed using various biomimetic 

materials for the investigation of tumorigenic phenomena such as cellular migration, 

angiogenesis, and metastasis and for anti9cancer drug testing.
1,2,25930

 Generally, breast cancer can 

be classified into three distinct molecular subtypes: luminal subtype (estrogen receptor positive 

(ER+)/progesterone receptor positive (PR+)/human epidermal growth factor receptor negative 

(HER29)), HER92 subtype (ER9/ PR9/HER2+), and triple negative subtype (ER9/ PR9/HER29). In 

some previous studies, comparative 3D ��� ����� models representative of these subtypes have 

been developed;
2,25,31934

 however, the synergistic role of matrix stiffness and physical properties 

in modulating the morphology and behavior of these multiple cellular subtypes needs to be 

investigated in more detail. 

In this study, we present a comparative investigation of three cancer cell lines, 

representing the major breast cancer subtypes, cultured within PF9based hydrogels and examine 

their morphological and growth features in response to varying matrix characteristics. Hydrogel 

matrix characteristics were modulated by the addition of excess PEGDA, which resulted in 

differences in compressive moduli, ultrastructural features, degradation and diffusion kinetics 

and subsequent variations in cellular behavior of the encapsulated cell lines. Overall, these 

findings are useful for engineering tumor scaffolds and matrices ��� ����� and for comparative 
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analysis of cancer cell behavior in modulated 3D microenvironments. The PF9based tumor 

models could be further extended for the investigation of specific tumorigenic mechanisms (�	
	 

epithelial9mesenchymal transition, angiogenesis and metastasis) and for use in anti9cancer drug 

testing applications. 

 

#������$%��!#��� !%

All chemicals were obtained from Sigma9Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, unless mentioned otherwise.

������������	����	��	�	��

MCF7 (ER+/PR+/HER29) breast cancer cells were kindly provided by Dr. Richard Bird, College 

of Veterinary Medicine, Auburn University. SK9BR93 (ER9/PR9/HER2+) breast cancer cells 

were obtained from Dr. David Riese, Harrison School of Pharmacy, Auburn University. 

MDA9MB9231 (ER9/PR9/HER29, metastatic) breast cancer cells were provided by Dr. Robert 

Arnold, Harrison School of Pharmacy, Auburn University. MCF7 and MDA9MB9231 cells were 

cultured in DMEM (GIBCO
®

, Life Technologies, Carlsbad, CA) supplemented with 10% fetal 

bovine serum (Atlanta Biologicals, Norcross, GA), 1% (v/v) non9essential amino acids (NEAA) 

(Lonza, Walkersville, MD), 1% (v/v) penicillin/streptomycin (GIBCO
®

), 1% (v/v) Glutamax 

(GIBCO
®

), and 1% (v/v) sodium pyruvate (GIBCO
®

). SK9BR93 cells were maintained in 

McCoy’s 5a Modified media (VWR, Radnor, PA) with 10% FBS and 1% (v/v) 

penicillin/streptomycin. 

 

���������	
��	��	�������	�����������&���
	

PEGDA was prepared as described previously.
11

 Briefly, poly(ethylene glycol) (Molecular 

weight: 10kDA) was reacted with acryloyl chloride (molar ratio of 1:4) in anhydrous 
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dichloromethane with triethylamine (molar ratio of 1:2) under argon overnight at 25°C. The 

PEGDA obtained from the reaction was purified by phase separation using 1.5 M K2CO3. The 

organic phase containing PEGDA was dried using anhydrous MgSO4 to remove any residual 

aqueous phase and filtered. Finally, PEGDA was precipitated in cold diethyl ether, filtered, and 

vacuum9dried overnight. The degree of acrylation was characterized by 
1
H NMR and the 

PEGDA powder was stored at 920°C.  

Bovine fibrinogen was covalently coupled to PEGDA according to established 

protocols
19

. Briefly, fibrinogen was dissolved in an 8 M solution of urea in 10 mM PBS at a 

concentration of 7 mg/ml. Tris (29carboxyethyl) phosphine hydrochloride (TCEP9HCl) was 

added at a molar ratio of 1.5:1 TCEP to fibrinogen cysteines to the above solution and the final 

pH was adjusted to 8.0. PEGDA was dissolved in the 8 M urea9PBS buffer at 280 mg/ml, 

centrifuged, and the clear PEGDA solution was slowly added to the fibrinogen solution. The 

reaction was allowed to proceed for 3 hours at 25°C in the dark. The solution was then diluted 

with an equal volume of urea9PBS buffer and precipitated by adding it into acetone (J.T. Baker, 

Center Valley, PA) at a volumetric ratio of 4:1 of acetone to product solution. The precipitate 

was separated from the acetone by centrifugation, weighed and re9dissolved in urea9PBS buffer 

at 2.2 ml of buffer/g of precipitate. The product was dialyzed against 1 L sterile PBS over 

24 hours (with three changes of PBS) at 4°C in the dark. The final product was aliquoted into 

sterile centrifuge tubes and stored at 980°C.  

To characterize the synthesized PF, the protein concentration and the net solid weight of 

the dry product were determined. Briefly, the protein content of the final PF solution was 

measured using a standard Pierce™ BCA Protein Assay Kit (Thermo9Scientific, Rockford, IL). 

In order to measure relative PEG content, PF solution was aliquoted in glass vials, lyophilized, 
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and the net weight of the dry solid was determined. The PEGylation efficiency was calculated 

according to the previously established formula
35

 as given below in Equation (1).  

                       εPEGylation=
[PEG]

[Fibrinogen]
 × theoretical �MWFibrinogen

29×MWPEG
�	  (1) 

 

����
������������
	�	������	��'������
	

Poly(dimethyl siloxane) (PDMS) molds were prefabricated for hydrogel formation by preparing 

a PDMS sheet of thickness 600 Um between two glass slides separated by spacers. Each sheet 

was then punched using a biopsy punch (diameter: 4 mm) to obtain circular shaped molds. The 

PDMS molds were attached tightly to the bottom of a 69well plate to prevent leakage of cell9

hydrogel precursor. Hydrogel precursor was prepared by mixing PF solution in PBS with 1.5% 

(v/v) triethanolamine (TEOA), 37 mM 19vinyl929pyrrolidinone (NVP), and 0.1 mM Eosin Y in 

PBS as photoinitiator. A volume of 10 UL of the precursor was pipetted into the PDMS mold and 

crosslinked via visible light exposure (Light intensity: 203 mW/cm
2
) for 2 minutes. After 2 

minutes, the PDMS mold was peeled off from the well plate leaving behind disc9shaped 

photocrosslinked hydrogels (4 hydrogels per 69well). The PF hydrogels were allowed to swell in 

PBS overnight prior to further analysis. In order to modulate hydrogel characteristics, additional 

PEGDA (250 mg/ml in PBS) was added to the PF precursor at a volumetric ratio of 96:4 

(PF+1%P) or 92:8 (PF+2%P) prior to photocrosslinking. To encapsulate cells within these 

PF9based hydrogels, cells maintained in 2D flasks were trypsinized, counted, and resuspended in 

polymer precursor at 20×10
6
 cells/ml prior to photocrosslinking. Post encapsulation, the freely9

floating cell9laden tumor constructs were maintained in their respective culture media through 

the duration of study with media being replaced every 3 days (Figure 1). 
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#����	��������������&���
	

In order to assess the effect of additional PEGDA incorporation on the Young’s moduli of 

PF9based hydrogel matrices, fabricated tumor constructs were subjected to parallel9plate 

compression testing under physiological conditions using a CellScale Microsquisher
®

 system 

and associated SquisherJoy software. Briefly, MCF7 cells encapsulated within PF9based 

hydrogels at 20×10
6
 cells/ml were maintained in 3D culture for 5 days prior to mechanical 

testing. These tumor constructs (4 mm in diameter and 600 Um in thickness) were then loaded 

onto the Microsquisher
®

 platform and maintained at 37°C in PBS, preconditioned for 

compression testing and made to undergo cycles of compression and relaxation at a rate of 

5 Um/s for a minimum of 15% strain. The force9displacement data obtained from the 

compression test were converted to stress9strain curves and the lower portion of the curve 

(5915% strain) was used to obtain a linear regression line and estimate the Young’s moduli of the 

tumor constructs. A minimum of 3 samples were measured for each condition.  

 

"������������������������&���
	

The ultrastructural features of acellular hydrogels and tumor constructs were visualized through 

scanning electron microscopy (SEM). Acellular hydrogels were washed in PBS, cryo9frozen in 

liquid nitrogen and lyophilized for 3 hours. Tumor constructs were first washed with PBS, fixed 

with 4% glutaraldehyde for one hour, and then post9fixated with 2% osmium tetroxide for one 

hour, all at 25°C. The fixed constructs were dehydrated gradually in increasing concentrations of 

ethanol (30%, 50%, 70%, 90% and 100%, 10 minutes for each concentration) and finally 

chemically dried using hexamethyl disilazane (HMDS, Electron Microscopy Sciences, Hatfield, 

PA) for 3 hours. Dried samples were mounted on carbon taped9aluminum stubs, sputter9coated 
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with gold (Pelco SC96 sputter coater) and imaged using scanning electron microscope (JEOL 

JSM97000F). SEM images of the acellular hydrogels were analyzed for pore size, pore density 

and porosity using ImageJ software (NIH, version 1.48q) in manner similar to that described in 

previous studies.
36,37

 A minimum of 50 pores per condition were analyzed for pore size 

determination and 5 representative images per condition were analyzed for pore density and 

porosity quantification. Individual pores in the representative SEM images were outlined 

manually in the ImageJ software and their mean geometric diameters were reported as pore size. 

The number of pores in specific sections of the SEM images (2500 Um
2
 area) were manually 

counted and extrapolated on a per mm
2
 area basis. For porosity analysis, the SEM images were 

binarized with pores appearing black and ‘non9pore’ regions appearing white. The total area 

covered by the black regions (pore regions) was measured and the divided by the total area of the 

image field of view (bulk hydrogel area) to obtain the percentage porosity for the respective 

conditions. 

 

!��������
	����(�
��	������

The effect of additional PEGDA incorporation on the degradation profile of PF hydrogels was 

assessed. Briefly, fabricated PF9based hydrogels were allowed to swell in PBS overnight to 

achieve an equilibrium swollen state. The PF9based hydrogels were placed in 96 well plates and 

incubated in collagenase type 2 (Worthington, LakeWood, NJ) solution in PBS (1 mg/ml, 

305 U/mg) at 37°C. Fluorescence images of hydrogels (owing to background green fluorescence 

of Eosin Y photoinitiator) were captured at 15 minute intervals at a constant exposure time 

(150 ms) post incubation. These images were analyzed in ImageJ to assess changes in hydrogel 

area and fluorescence intensity of released Eosin Y in the collagenase solution. The edges of the 
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hydrogels were demarcated and the area of the bounding circle was calculated as hydrogel area. 

The fluorescence intensity of a constant region (0.5 mm
2
) outside the hydrogel edge was 

assessed to quantify the relative release of Eosin Y into the surrounding solution. A minimum of 

4 hydrogels per condition were tested for the degradation assay.  

 

�������)�	������	������

The ability of PF9based hydrogels to release entrapped biomolecules and the effect of additional 

PEGDA in the PF hydrogel matrix on the release kinetics were analyzed. Briefly, 

TRITC9dextran (molecular weight: 4.4 kDa) was mixed with the hydrogel precursor at 10 mg/ml 

prior to crosslinking. The crosslinked hydrogels were placed in 96 well plates and incubated in 

PBS at 37°C.  Every 15 minutes, 50 Ul of PBS buffer was collected and replaced with an equal 

volume of fresh PBS. The collected PBS containing released TRITC9dextran was analyzed 

through a plate reader (Excitation: 540/25 nm, Emission: 590/35 nm). Known concentrations of 

TRITC9dextran in PBS were used for the standard curve, and fresh PBS without TRITC9dextran 

was used as the blank. The cumulative mass release of TRITC9dextran was analyzed from the 

fluorescence intensities and used to calculate the diffusion coefficient of TRITC9dextran 

according to the formula
38

 given below in Equation (2).      

     
Mt

M∞
 =19

8

π2
exp �9Dπ2t

4δ2
�    (2) 

where Mt is the mass of released TRITC9dextran at time t, M∞ is the equilibrium mass of 

TRITC9dextran, Mt / M∞ is the fractional mass of TRITC9dextran released, D is the diffusion 

coefficient and 2δ is the hydrogel thickness. A minimum of 4 hydrogels per condition were 

analyzed for the release study. 
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#
�'�
�
������	������

Morphological features indicative of cancer cell growth and cell spreading were quantified via 

phase contrast microscopy and image analysis through 15 days in culture. Post9encapsulation of 

cancer cells, tumor constructs maintained in 3D culture were imaged using a Nikon Ti inverted 

microscope equipped with an Andor Luca S camera every 3 days. Z9stacks (200 Um thickness 

with individual slices spaced 5 Um apart) obtained above were analyzed using ImageJ software 

to determine colony area, diameter, circularity, and aspect ratio (for MCF7 and SK9BR93 cells) 

and cellular area, diameter, circularity, aspect ratio, and elongation length (for MDA9MB9231 

cells). Specifically, colony or cellular morphologies were quantified by focusing through 

individual planes in a sequential manner from top to bottom of the z9stacks. Since, individual 

planes contain both in9focus and out9of9focus regions of interest, quantification of morphological 

features was conducted at only those planes where edges and boundaries of cells or colonies 

appeared sharpest and most distinct. For MCF7 and SK9BR93 cells, any cells or colonies 

extending beyond the hydrogel edge were not taken into consideration; only the colonies which 

were completely encapsulated within hydrogel constructs were quantified. Similarly, for 

MDA9MB9231 cells, only those completely encapsulated within the hydrogel constructs were 

used for morphological analysis. A minimum of 50 colonies (for MCF7 and SK9BR93 cells) or 

cells (for MDA9MB9231 cells) from 3 independent tumor constructs were analyzed for each time 

point and each condition. 

 

*�������������

Viability of cells within the tumor models were observed and quantified via fluorescence 

microscopy and image analysis. Briefly, tumor constructs maintained in culture through 15 days 
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were washed with PBS and incubated in Live/Dead
®

 cell viability stain (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, 

CA) for 30 minutes. Excess Live/Dead stain was washed with PBS and z9stack images of the 

samples were acquired under an inverted Nikon Ti microscope. The z9stacks (200 Um thickness 

with individual slices being 5 Um apart) were analyzed using ImageJ software by manually 

counting the cells in each slice of the z9stack. A minimum of 5 z9stack images from 3 

independent tumor constructs were quantified for each time point and each condition. 

 

����	
���
�����	������	�	��	������	�

The 3D morphology and proliferation of cancer cells within tumor constructs were visualized by 

immunostaining and confocal fluorescence microscopy and quantified via digital image analysis. 

Briefly, tumor constructs maintained in 3D culture through 15 days were washed with PBS, fixed 

with 4% paraformaldehyde (Electron Microscopy Sciences) for 1 hour at 25°C, permeabilized 

with 0.5% Triton9X for thirty minutes followed by incubation with blocking buffer (2% bovine 

serum albumin and 5% FBS in PBS) overnight. On the following day, the constructs were 

incubated with primary antibody for Ki67 (human anti9rabbit, Abcam, 1:100 dilution) for 3 hours 

followed by incubation with secondary antibody for Ki67 (Alexa Fluor 488 goat anti9rabbit, 

Invitrogen, 1:200 dilution) and Alexa Fluor 568 Phalloidin (Invitrogen, 1:200 dilution) for 3 

hours. Finally, the constructs were stained with Hoechst 33342 (1:200 dilution) for one hour and 

washed with PBS. Immunostained tumor constructs were mounted on coverslips and imaged 

using confocal microscopy (Nikon AI Confocal Scanning Laser Microscope) to obtain z9stacks 

of regions near the construct periphery. Fluorescence z9stacks were analyzed using ImageJ 

software by manually counting the number of cells in the field of view positive for Ki67 
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expression. A minimum of 5 z9stacks from 3 independent tumor constructs were analyzed for 

each condition. 

 

%�����������	������

All statistical analysis was performed using Minitab 17 Statistical Software (Minitab Inc.). After 

checking for normality of distribution, One9way ANOVA with Tukey’s family error rate of 5% 

was used to evaluate statistical significance between multiple groups, assuming equal variance 

and equal sample size of compared groups. In case of unequal variance between groups, the 

Games9Howell post9hoc test was employed following the ANOVA analysis. Unless otherwise 

indicated, p < 0.05 was considered statistically significant. 

 

��%"$�%

#����	�����	�����
��������������	������
��+����������
����

A number of techniques were used to determine specific characteristics of the synthesized 

biomaterial. The degree of acrylation of PEGDA, measured via 
1
H NMR spectroscopy, was 

determined to be 96.0%. The fibrinogen concentration and the dry weight of PEGDA in the 

synthesized PF solution obtained after dialysis were determined to be 16.6 mg/ml and 

21.5 mg/ml, respectively. The PEGylation efficiency calculated according to Equation (1) was 

74.0%. Addition of 1.0% and 2.0% PEGDA in the PF precursor resulted in protein concentration 

of 16.0 mg/ml and 15.3 mg/ml, respectively, and PEGDA concentration of 30.6 mg/ml and 

39.8 mg/ml, respectively. The final composition of the three hydrogel formulations used were: 

PF: % Mass of total polymer = 3.8% w/v, Molar ratio of PEG: fibrinogen = 44:1; PF+1%P: % 

Mass = 4.7% w/v, Molar ratio = 65:1 and PF+2%P: % Mass = 5.5% w/v, Molar ratio = 88:1. 
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 Mechanical characterization of tumor constructs was conducted 5 days post cell 

encapsulation in order to allow encapsulated cells to acclimatize within the 3D hydrogel 

microenvironment and attain their characteristic morphologies. The stress9strain curves for all 

three hydrogel compositions were linear and elastic in the 15% strain range (Fig. 2A). The 

Young’s moduli for the three hydrogel compositions were evaluated as 3.2 ± 0.5 kPa (PF), 5.4 ± 

0.5 kPa (PF+1%P) and 9.0 ± 1.4 kPa (PF+2%P), which were significantly different from each 

other (Fig. 2B). Thus, addition of excess PEGDA significantly increases the Young’s moduli of 

cell9laden PF9based tumor constructs. 

 Acellular hydrogel constructs were visualized via SEM to observe stiffness9dependent 

ultrastructural variations. All three hydrogel compositions (PF, PF+1%P, PF+2%P) displayed a 

uniform, porous architecture with good pore interconnectivity (Fig. 2C9E). PF hydrogels 

exhibited a rougher surface with the presence of microgrooves and sub9micron pores, while 

PF+2%P hydrogels had a smoother and more structured appearance, indicating that the excess 

PEGDA promotes a firmer matrix with self9supporting microarchitectural features (Fig. 2F9H). 

Quantification of pore size of these PF9based hydrogels (based on 500X magnification images) 

revealed the average pore size of PF, PF+1%P and PF+2%P hydrogels to be 4±1 Um, 8±3 Um 

and 16±4 Um respectively, which were significantly different from each other (Fig. 2I). In 

addition, the pore density of PF hydrogels (50000 ± 4000 pores/mm
2
) was significantly higher 

than that of PF+1%P hydrogels (39000 ± 5000 pores/mm
2
) and PF+2%P hydrogels (20000 ± 

5000 pores/mm
2
) (Fig. 2J). Interestingly, the porosity of the three different hydrogel 

compositions (PF: 49 ± 3%, PF+1%P: 50 ± 5% and PF+2%P: 52 ± 2%) were comparable with 

each other (no significant difference), indicating that as the relative PEGDA concentration 
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increases, the pores become larger in size but less numerous, thereby maintaining relative 

consistency in the overall porosity of the PF9based hydrogels. 

 Ultrastructural visualization of tumor constructs revealed prominent cell line9dependent 

variations. MCF7 cells in PF hydrogels formed distinct colonies, particularly at the edges of the 

tumor constructs (Suppl. Fig. 1A and D), while cells in the middle regions appeared more 

isolated (Suppl. Fig. 1G). Closer inspection of the MCF7 cell surface revealed the presence of 

numerous microvilli and other cell9surface projections that are potentially involved in diverse 

cell9cell and cell9matrix interactions (Suppl. Fig. 1J and M).  

 SK9BR93 cells also displayed a similar ultrastructural morphology in PF hydrogels. The 

cells formed local colonies, though these colonies were of smaller size compared to MCF7 cells 

(Suppl. Fig. 1B). As observed earlier with MCF7 cells, SK9BR93 cells at the edge of tumor 

constructs formed larger colonies compared to those in the middle regions which appeared more 

isolated (Suppl. Fig. 1E and H). At higher magnification, the mesh9like nature of the matrix was 

visible and cell9surface projections of SK9BR93 cells appeared vastly different from those of 

MCF7 cells (Suppl. Fig. 1K and N).  

 MDA9MB9231 cells appeared to be distributed as single cells within the hydrogel matrix 

without the presence of major cell9cell junctions (Suppl. Fig. 1C), as is characteristic of their 

metastatic nature. On closer inspection at the edges and middle regions of the tumor constructs, 

some cells appeared to be elongated or have cellular extensions while other appeared more 

rounded (Suppl. Fig. 1F and I). At higher magnifications, the mesh9like appearance of the 

hydrogel matrix and microvilli and filopodia at the cell surface interacting with the surrounding 

matrix were distinctly visible (Suppl. Fig. 1L and O), which were consistent with observations in 

a previous study with fibroblasts cultured in collagen scaffolds.
39
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In order to assess the relative influence of additional PEGDA moieties on the biodegradability of 

PF9based hydrogels, enzymatic degradation of the hydrogels using collagenase II was conducted 

and degradation behavior over time was observed. Photocrosslinked PF9based hydrogels 

appeared green in color due to background fluorescence of Eosin Y photoinitiator (Fig. 3A, D, 

G). With the progress of degradation over time, the Eosin Y appeared to leach out into the 

surrounding solution as a result of hydrogel matrix disassembly (Fig. 3C, F, I). PF hydrogels 

displayed significant reduction in hydrogel area over time with no further trace of the hydrogel at 

the end of 180 minutes (Fig. 3A, B, C, J). However, PF+1%P and PF+2%P hydrogels did not 

exhibit any significant changes in area over 180 minutes or even after 3 days in incubation (Fig. 

3D9I, J). PF hydrogels were also observed to undergo complete disassembly with increasing 

Eosin Y fluorescence in the surrounding collagenase solution over time (Fig. 3A9C, K). Though 

bulk disassembly of PF+1%P and PF+2%P hydrogels was not as prominent as PF hydrogels, 

Eosin Y within the hydrogels of PF+1%P and PF+2%P groups was also observed to leach out to 

a lesser extent, indicating that some degree of proteolytic degradation  occurred within these 

hydrogels (Fig. 3K). 



�����������(�
�
��+����������
����

The influence of relative PEGDA concentration on the release behavior of entrapped 

TRITC9dextran from PF9based hydrogels was investigated. Based on fluorescence intensity of 

TRITC9dextran, PF hydrogels demonstrated the fastest and highest release of TRITC9dextran as 

compared to PF+1%P and PF+2%P hydrogels (Fig. 4A). The release kinetics was plotted 
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according to equation (2) (Fig. 4B) and the diffusion coefficients for the three hydrogel 

compositions were calculated based on Fick’s law.  The diffusion coefficient of PF hydrogels 

was calculated as 2.3×10
911

 ±1.6×10
912

 m
2
/s which was significantly higher than that obtained for 

PF+1%P hydrogels (7.5×10
912

 ±2.3×10
912

 m
2
/s) and PF+2%P hydrogels 

(4.6×10
912

±1.2×10
912

 m
2
/s) (Fig. 4C). These observations indicate that the presence of additional 

PEGDA significantly reduces the ability of entrapped biomolecules to be released from the 

hydrogel matrix. 

 

��	��������
�'�
�
��,����	�+����������
����

In order to assess the impact of modulated hydrogel characteristics on encapsulated cancer cells, 

PF9based tumor constructs were imaged via phase9contrast microscopy and images were 

analyzed for morphological features indicative of cancer cell growth and spreading. MCF7 cells 

encapsulated within tumor constructs appeared as individual cells on day 0 which progressed to 

form distinct locally distributed colonies through day 15 of culture, especially near hydrogel 

construct edges (Fig. 5A9D, Suppl. Video 1). Cells in PF+2%P hydrogels formed significantly 

larger colonies (based on colony area and diameter) compared to cells in PF hydrogels 

(Fig. 5E, F; Suppl Fig. 2A, B). However, colony circularity and colony aspect ratio (indicative of 

invasiveness) remained fairly comparable among the three groups (Fig. 5G, H; Suppl Fig. 2C, 

D). 

SK9BR93 cells also showed similar morphological characteristics with single cells on day 

0 forming distinct cell colonies through day 15 (Fig. 6A9D, Suppl. Video 2). However, no 

significant difference was observed in colony area or diameter among the three hydrogel groups, 

suggesting that SK9BR93 cells may be less responsive to changes in matrix characteristics 
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compared to MCF7 cells (Fig. 6E, F; Suppl. Fig. 3A, B). Notably, SK9BR93 cells formed smaller 

colonies in the tumor constructs compared to MCF7 cells for all the three hydrogel compositions 

(~2000 Um
2
 area for SK9BR93 cells vs. ~3000 Um

2
 for MCF7 cells). As reported above for 

MCF7 cells, colony circularity and aspect ratio remained fairly constant throughout the culture 

period (Fig. 6G, H; Suppl. Fig. 3C, D). 

However, MDA9MB9231 cells, being metastatic in nature, formed cellular protrusions 

with gradual elongation of cells and apparent invasion of individual cells within the hydrogel 

matrix over time (Fig. 7A9D, Suppl. Video 3). Elongated cells were also observed to form 

cellular interconnections with each other via protrusions (Fig. 7B).  Interestingly, a distinct 

proportion of MDA9MB9231 cells were observed to remain spherical in shape throughout the 15 

day culture period, without committing to an invasive morphology (Fig. 7C, D; Suppl. Video 3). 

The percentage of cells exhibiting rounded morphology on day 15 were approximately 46%, 

78% and 94% in the PF, PF+1%P and PF+2%P hydrogels respectively, differing significantly 

between hydrogel compositions. Cellular area and diameter remained fairly uniform over time; 

however, cells in the PF hydrogels displayed significantly higher cellular area and diameter (Fig. 

7E, F; Suppl. Fig. 4A, B) compared to PF+1%P and PF+2%P hydrogels. Cellular circularity and 

aspect ratio (indicative of invasiveness) were also significantly different between hydrogels of 

the three different compositions (Fig. 7G, H). Average cellular elongation length was 

significantly higher in PF hydrogels (Suppl. Fig. 5, 6). These observations can be attributed to PF 

hydrogels potentially having higher biodegradability, higher bioactive ligand density, lower 

crosslinking density and higher degree of pore interconnectivity compared to PF+1%P and 

PF+2%P hydrogels, thereby allowing a higher number of cellular protrusions and greater degree 

of invasion. Notably, standard deviations of measured parameters were considerably higher for 
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MDA9MB9231 cells compared to the other two cell lines. This can be attributed to the presence 

of a distinct sub9population of cells that remained spherical in shape, potentially quiescent in 

behavior, without displaying any invasive morphology through the entire culture period. 

Overall, morphological features of encapsulated cancer cells in PF9based hydrogels of 

varying composition were primarily cell9type dependent. Cells of epithelial phenotype (MCF7, 

SK9BR93) displayed tight colony formation and local growth while cells of mesenchymal 

phenotype (MDA9MB9231) exhibited invasive morphologies. Additionally, variations in matrix 

compressive moduli and pore characteristics also influenced 3D morphology and behavior. 

 

����(��������,����	�+����������
���� 

In order to assess the viability of the encapsulated cancer cells in 3D culture, the PF9based tumor 

constructs were stained with Live/Dead dye and cell viability was evaluated via fluorescence 

imaging. On day 0 immediately after encapsulation, all cell lines displayed high viability (>90%) 

irrespective of matrix stiffness. No significant effect of stiffness or trend was observed on 

viability for any cell line and viable cells appeared to be fairly well9distributed throughout the 

tumor constructs, with no obvious locational differences (Fig. 8A9L). Interestingly, 

MDA9MB9231 cells that appeared rounded in shape within PF9based hydrogels also 

demonstrated high viability, indicating that these cells were non9invasive and potentially 

quiescent in terms of proliferative and metabolic behavior (Fig. 8J, K, L). In some cases, at the 

final time point on day 15 of culture, there was a significant reduction in cell viability compared 

to day 0 values across the three cell lines and three matrix stiffnesses; however, these day 15 

values still remained relatively high (>80%), indicating good viability of cells within tumor 

constructs over time (Fig. 8M).  
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In order to characterize 3D morphology and quantify proliferation of cancer cell lines, the 

PF9based tumor constructs of varying stiffness were stained with phalloidin to visualize actin 

filaments and for Ki67 to identify proliferating cells and imaged under confocal microscopy. 

MCF7 cells were observed to form local, circular colonies with actin filaments localized at the 

periphery of cells. Approximately 70% of cells stained positively for Ki67 in hydrogels of 

varying stiffness, indicating relatively high cell proliferation irrespective of matrix stiffness (Fig. 

9A9C, J).  

SK9BR93 cells also showed similar behavior within the tumor constructs. These cells also 

appeared as local colonies replicative of their native morphology with approximately 80% of the 

cells staining positive for Ki67 (Fig. 9D9F, J). No stiffness9dependent differences in cellular 

proliferation were observed in the SK9BR93 tumor constructs.  

MDA9MB9231 cells displayed an invasive morphology with cellular extensions within 

the 3D hydrogel matrix. Cells within PF hydrogels displayed highest degree of filopodial 

extensions and elongations, which was gradually reduced in hydrogels with increasing PEGDA 

concentration and increasing stiffness (Fig. 9G9I, J). Interestingly, a significant proportion of 

MDA9MB9231 cells remained circular in shape without displaying an invasive phenotype and 

this proportion gradually increased with increasing stiffness. In addition, cells with an invasive 

morphology exhibited nuclear Ki67 expression, while those with a rounded morphology 

exhibited cytoplasmic Ki67 expression. Cytoplasmic/membranous staining of Ki67 has been 

previously reported and has been correlated with high grade, ER9 tumors with HER2 

amplification.
40,41

 Possible explanations for this observation include cross9reactivity with other 
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analogous proteins or relocalization of Ki67 within cells.
40

 It could also be attributed to the 

presence of five different isoforms of the Ki67 protein (α, β, γ, δ and ε) which have been reported 

in literature; although their functional roles have not been investigated in detail.
42

 It is possible to 

surmise that Ki67 positivity alone may not be sufficient to comprehensively describe the 

proliferation status of MDA9MB9231 cells and further investigation is necessary to distinguish 

truly proliferative cells from quiescent ones. 

 

$
����
	����
,�������
��	�����	�+���������
��
	�������

Cancer cells found in native tumor tissue exhibit significant heterogeneity in growth 

characteristics, proliferation, metabolism, hypoxia and other cellular signaling mechanisms.
43,44

 

In this context, we observed locational growth heterogeneity in the tumor constructs, specifically 

with MCF7 and SK9BR93 cells, via analysis of cell colony size on days 0, 7 and 15. When 

imaged on day 15, MCF7 and SK9BR93 cells appeared to form large local colonies near the 

hydrogel edge, which gradually reduced in size towards the hydrogel interior (Fig. 10A9D). 

Analysis of colony area revealed that on day 0, MCF7 and SK9BR93 cells appeared as single 

cells distributed uniformly throughout the tumor constructs. However on days 7 and 15, colony 

area of both cell types was distinctly higher near the hydrogel edge compared to that in the 

interior regions (Fig. 10 H, I, Suppl. Fig. 7). In comparison, no prominent location9dependent 

differences were observed in the morphology of MDA9MB9231 cells. Further investigation of 

cell proliferation revealed that in case of MCF7 and SK9BR93 cells, more Ki67+ cells were 

localized near the tumor construct periphery and gradually decreased in number beyond a 

distance of ~ 500 Um from the hydrogel edge (Fig. 10E). Spatial variation in the density of 

Ki67+ cells and colony size correlated well, with higher numbers of proliferative cells and larger 
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colonies at the construct edge (indicative of extensive cell growth) and lower numbers of 

proliferative cells and smaller colonies in the interior regions of the construct (indicative of 

quiescent behavior) (Fig. 10E9G). However, no distinct effect of matrix composition on cellular 

heterogeneity was observed, with cells in hydrogels of varying composition exhibiting similar 

trends in colony area.  

 These observations could be attributed to the fact that cancer cells near the edge have 

better access to nutrients and oxygen from media diffusing near the edge of the hydrogel; 

however, as the diffusion distance increases, mass transfer resistance prevents cells in the interior 

regions from being proliferative or metabolically active. In addition, as the cell colonies near the 

edge become larger with time, the colonies themselves impart intrinsic resistance to the diffusion 

of nutrients to cells located in the interior regions of the hydrogels, further enhancing the 

locational differences in colony area.   

 

!�%�"%%� �

The present study establishes a biomimetic �������� model of three molecular subtypes of breast 

cancer and investigates the influence of matrix composition on the growth, morphology and 

spatial heterogeneity of encapsulated cells maintained in 3D culture.  Establishing 3D 

biomimetic microenvironments in tissue9engineered cancer models is essential for recapitulating 

intrinsic tumorigenic characteristics of cancer cells including cellular mechanobiology, cell9cell 

and cell9matrix signaling. Towards this end, PEG9fibrinogen (PF) has been employed as a 

suitable biomaterial for establishing 3D tumor models. Though a number of natural and synthetic 

materials have been used for establishing 3D cancer models, the use of fibrinogen as a potential 

ECM scaffold for cancer cell studies has not been investigated in detail. The native breast tissue 
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ECM is mainly composed of fibrillar collagens, laminin, tenascin, fibronectin and other 

proteins.
45,46

 In addition to these proteins, fibrinogen has been found to be an influential 

constituent of the ECM in normal and malignant breast stroma, promoting tumorigenic 

progression not only through integrin9mediated cancer cell9matrix interactions, but also by 

stimulating angiogenic growth via endothelial cell communications.
16,47949

 Hence, detailed 

investigation of the interactions between breast cancer cells and ECM fibrinogen is of potential 

interest in discovering novel therapeutic targets for drug treatment strategies.  

 In addition to cell9matrix signaling mechanisms, the bulk stiffness of the breast tissue 

(imparted by the cells and ECM matrix components) is also a driving factor in malignant 

behavior.
50,51

 In an investigation of clinical breast tumor samples,
52

 normal fat and fibroglandular 

tissue exhibited Young’s moduli of ~3 kPa and fibroadenoma and low grade IDC (invasive 

ductal carcinoma) exhibited a moduli of 6910 kPa. However, with evolution of tumor stage, the 

moduli increased to ~15920 kPa for DCIS (ductal carcinoma in situ) and intermediate grade IDC, 

and ~ 40 kPa for high grade IDC.
52

 Biomaterial9based �������� tumor models also exhibit a wide 

range of stiffness values. Soft fibrin gels used for culturing B169F1 melanoma cells demonstrated 

higher tumorigenicity in 100 Pa gels compared to 400 Pa or 1000 Pa gels (gel stiffness 

corresponding to initial measurements of cellular constructs).
53

 Human head and neck squamous 

carcinoma cells cultured within alginate beads across a wide range of stiffnesses demonstrated 

higher enrichment of tumor initiating cells in moderate stiffness (70 kPa) hydrogels compared to 

soft (20 kPa) or hard (105 kPa) stiffness hydrogels (stiffness being measured in acellular 

constructs).
54

 In comparison, acellular PF hydrogels have been shown to be relatively soft in 

terms of stiffness (~0.0190.10 kPa), with the Young’s moduli dependent on molecular weight of 

PEGDA crosslinkers (4920 kDa) and the relative PEGDA content (10920% w/v) in the polymer 
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precursor.
19

 In previous studies, shear storage moduli (G’) of acellular PF, PF+1%P and 

PF+2%P hydrogels were reported as ~120 Pa, ~350 Pa and ~700 Pa respectively 
22

 and the 

compressive moduli of acellular PF, PF+1%P and PF+2%P hydrogels were reported as 448 Pa, 

1008 Pa and 2306 Pa respectively.
21

  

Interestingly, incorporation of breast cancer cells within tumor constructs significantly 

increased the stiffness range to ~399 kPa, as compared to acellular PF hydrogels, indicating that 

the encapsulated cells themselves were a major contributor to the stiffness of PF9based tumor 

constructs, in addition to the hydrogel matrix per se. Although the Young’s moduli of the tumor 

constructs were close to that of low9grade IDC, even moderate variations in matrix stiffness and 

microarchitectural properties elicited a prominent response in breast cancer cell behavior. The 

stiffness of PF9based tumor constructs is expected to further increase with time, as was 

demonstrated earlier with fibroblasts,
55

 and potentially vary with the morphology and spreading 

behavior of encapsulated cancer cells. Reciprocally, the dynamic changes in stiffness could also 

affect cancer cell9matrix signaling mechanisms and induce genetic, proteomic and morphological 

changes at the cellular and tissue scales. When reporting stiffness of hydrogel constructs, it is 

important to consider the presence of encapsulated cells and their ability to dynamically 

modulate tissue characteristics over time. The cell density in native tumor tissue is of the order of 

10
8
 cells/ml.

56,57
 Previously, we have encapsulated MCF7 cells within PEGDA tumor millibeads 

(2 mm in diameter) at 60×10
6
 cells/ml and observed the formation of a central region of dead 

cells and a peripheral rim of viable cells, representative of the necrotic core of native tumors.
11

 In 

our experience, high encapsulation densities and dense cell colonies at the hydrogel edge are 

necessary to establish a mass transfer gradient from the hydrogel periphery to the hydrogel 
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interior for constructs of these dimensions and thereby demonstrate locational tumor 

heterogeneity as described in Figure 10. 

Besides bulk stiffness, other parameters including pore characteristics, degradability and 

diffusion kinetics could also play a synergistic role in determining cancer cell behavior in 3D 

microenvironments. Specifically, in this study, degradation and diffusion kinetics were found to 

vary significantly with the incorporation of additional PEGDA in the PF matrix. The proteolytic 

degradation of PF9based hydrogels is dependent in part on the diffusion of collagenase through 

the hydrogel matrix, as well as the relative accessibility of fibrinogen cleavage sites in the matrix 

to enzymatic activity. The degradation behavior of PF9based hydrogels indicates a reduction in 

enzymatic activity with increase in relative PEGDA content. In order to test whether the 

presence of additional PEGDA (and subsequent higher crosslinking density) hinders the 

accessibility of fibrinogen proteolytic sites to collagenase activity, the diffusion of collagenase in 

the PF9based hydrogel networks was modeled as shown earlier.
35

  The effective diffusion 

coefficients of collagenase in PF9based hydrogels were estimated based on the degradation 

behavior in Fig. 3K and using Equation (2): 

     
Mt

M∞
 =19

8

π2
exp �9Dπ2t

4δ2
�    (2) 

where now Mt is the mass of the degraded hydrogel at time t, M∞ is the mass of hydrogel 

degraded at the equilibrium state, Mt / M∞ is the fractional mass of the degraded hydrogel, D is 

the effective diffusion coefficient and 2δ is the thickness of the hydrogel, with the assumption 

that the rate of Eosin Y released is proportional to the rate of mass loss of the degraded hydrogel. 

The estimated effective diffusion coefficients of collagenase in PF, PF+1%P and PF+2%P 

hydrogels were calculated as 12.0×10
912

 ± 1.8×10
912

 m
2
/s, 9.6×10

912
 ± 0.8×10

912
 m

2
/s  and 8.0×10

9

12
 ± 1.3×10

912
 m

2
/s respectively (Suppl. Fig. 8). These data indicate that collagenase diffusion 
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within PF9based hydrogels decreases with increasing PEGDA concentration and subsequent 

structural alterations in the hydrogel assembly. Thus the degradation kinetics of PF9based 

hydrogels is partly mediated by the relative accessibility of fibrinolytic cleavage sites within the 

hydrogel matrix which is blocked by the presence of additional PEGDA moieties. However, at 

high collagenase concentrations, the rate of hydrogel disassembly and proteolytic degradation is 

expected to be greater than the rate of collagenase diffusion through the hydrogel network.  

 Matrix stiffness and porosity are important factors affecting the cellular fate of 

encapsulated cancer cells within engineered tissue constructs.
46,58

 In this study, the stiffness and 

pore characteristics of PF9based hydrogels were coupled with each other, which is a limitation of 

this hydrogel platform. Addition of excess PEGDA resulted in increasing stiffness while at the 

same time, increasing pore size and decreasing pore density. Further assessment of pore size of 

hydrogel matrices revealed an interesting trend in observations. The hindered solute diffusion in 

solvent9filled pores model was used to estimate the effective pore size of PF9based hydrogel 

matrices using the following equation as described earlier.
59

  

                       
D

D0
=(1	9	λ2

)	(1	9	2.1044λ	+	2.089λ
3	

9	0.948λ
5
)    (3) 

Where D is the diffusion coefficient of TRITC9dextran within PF9based hydrogels, D0 is the 

diffusion coefficient of TRITC9dextran calculated from the Stokes9Einstein’s equation 

(14.6×10
911

 m
2
/s) and λ is a characteristic ratio of TRITC9dextran hydrodynamic diameter to 

average pore diameter of hydrogel matrix. 

The effective theoretical pore diameter obtained from the above model for the PF, PF+1%P and 

PF+2%P hydrogels were calculated as 6.4±3.3 nm, 4.5±3.5 nm and 3.9±3.3 nm respectively. 

These pore sizes are significantly smaller than those estimated via SEM image quantification and 

indicate decreasing pore size with increasing relative PEGDA concentration. The theoretical pore 
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size estimates correlate well with the observed diffusional behavior of TRITC9dextran and 

collagenase. One possible explanation for the disparity in the theoretical and experimental 

measurements lies in the methodology and limitations of the estimation techniques. SEM 

imaging allows for the visualization of larger macromolecular structures and surface features that 

may not be accounted for in theoretical models; quantification of SEM images tends to bias the 

results towards larger micron9scale features rather than nano9scale features. On the other hand, 

theoretical models may not fully encompass the entirety of the physical characteristics presented 

by the hydrogel matrices due to limitations of model assumptions and may be biased towards 

nano9scale pore size estimates. Specifically, this model assumes the hydrogel pores as 

close9packed cylinders of uniform diameter and of size comparable to solute hydrodynamic 

radius. Pore size estimates obtained from SEM images are hindered by the dehydration and 

possible shrinkage of the hydrogel sample during preparation. SEM images provide an 

incomplete view of the porous network of the hydrogel matrices and pore size quantification is 

only limited to specific planes and orientations of view of the hydrogel surface. Also, the 

porosity values estimated for the hydrogel matrices only account for the macro9scale porous 

structures rather than the nano9scale pores within the matrices which cannot be visualized via 

SEM. Hence, both techniques, theoretical model estimation and experimental SEM 

quantification are necessary to obtain a complete picture of the pore size characteristics of 

PF9based hydrogels. 

Future investigations of material design and fabrication would focus on uncoupling the 

mutual dependence of individual parameters and study the resulting effects on 3D cell behavior. 

In a previous study, interpenetrating networks of reconstituted basement membrane matrix and 

alginate has been used to independently modulate matrix stiffness, composition and ligand 
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availability for the culture of normal mammary epithelial cells.
60

 In addition, the responsiveness 

of encapsulated cells to independently modulated matrix stiffness, ECM chemistry and ligand 

density has also been investigated.
12,61

  Application of these material design techniques to 

PF9based hydrogels could potentially provide additional information about cancer cell behavior 

in 3D microenvironments. 

 PF9based tumor models could also incorporate additional elements of the complex tumor 

microenvironment including cancer9associated fibroblasts, endothelial cells and macrophages. 

These models could be potentially used to assess the efficacy of anti9cancer drug compounds ���

����� prior to ������� testing, thereby obtaining more contextually relevant data compared to that 

obtained through traditional 2D culture systems. The PF9based tumor model also offers an 

advantage over other traditional 3D tumor models through the ability to recapitulate the 

heterogeneity that is inherent to native tumors. Cells located at the native tumor periphery are in 

close proximity to neo9vasculature and hence richly supplied with nutrients and oxygen. 

However, cells located in the interior regions of the tumor tissue experience diffusional gradients 

of oxygen (leading to hypoxia) and nutrients (leading to accumulation of waste metabolites and 

acidic pH).
44,62

 Previously, we have shown that MCF7 cells cultured within spheroidal PEGDA 

hydrogel millibeads (2 mm diameter) exhibit viable cell layers in the hydrogel periphery, but 

undergo significant cell death in the interior regions of the millibeads.
11

 In another study, cancer 

cells encapsulated within transglutaminase9crosslinked gelatin hydrogels also displayed growth 

and morphological heterogeneity due to onset of hypoxia in the central regions of millimeter9

scale large hydrogel constructs.
63

 Since a distinct sub9population of MCF7, SK9BR93 and 

MDA9MB9231 cells in the PF9based tumor constructs appear to be either non9proliferative or 
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morphologically non9invasive, these cells could be used in future investigations of tumor 

dormancy or cancer stem cell9like characteristics. 

Overall, the use of PF9based hydrogels for 3D cancer cell culture presents a number of 

opportunities in the investigation of cancer mechanobiology and the role of the tumor 

microenvironment in malignant disease progression. Continued adaptation and optimization of 

this 3D culture platform could potentially facilitate wide spread applications in cancer cell 

studies and drug9testing platforms.  

 

� ��$"%� �% 

In this study, we have developed PEG9fibrinogen (PF) hydrogel9based tumor models for the 3D 

culture of breast cancer cell lines. Incorporation of additional PEGDA in the PF matrix led to an 

increase in Young’s moduli, ultrastructural variations in hydrogel matrix and significant 

differences in biodegradability and diffusion kinetics of the hydrogels. Cancer cells were 

cultured within these hydrogels with high viability and exhibited cell type9dependent and 

stiffness9dependent variation in morphology, cell spreading and growth. 3D morphology was 

visualized and proliferation was quantified within the PF9based tumor constructs. Additionally, 

locational variation of colony size, indicative of tumor heterogeneity, was quantified within the 

tumor constructs. These tumor constructs can be used in the future for designing improved 

biomimetic models replicative of the native breast tumor microenvironment, further investigation 

of tumorigenic mechanisms and for use in anti9cancer drug9testing applications. 
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+��"������� �%

+�����01 Schematic of hydrogel preparation and cell encapsulation. (A) PEG9fibrinogen (PF) is 

coupled with additional PEGDA (1% or 2% w/v) to form hydrogel matrices (PF+1%P or 

PF+2%P) with modified physical characteristics. (B) PDMS molds are used to form 

photocrosslinked cell9laden hydrogel constructs via visible light and maintained in 3D culture.  

 

+����� 21 Mechanical and ultrastructural features of PF9based hydrogels. (A) Stress9strain 

relationship of PF9based tumor constructs demonstrates the influence of additional PEGDA 

moieties on the compressive behavior of hydrogels. (B) Incorporation of excess PEGDA results 

in increasing Young’s modulus of tumor constructs (n=3 hydrogels, *p<0.05). 

(C9H) Representative SEM images of acellular hydrogels of different compositions (Top panel: 

500X magnification; Bottom panel: 1000X magnification). (C and F) PF hydrogels exhibit a 

greater degree of surface roughness due to the presence of microgrooves and sub9micron pores 

and a higher degree of pore interconnectivity. (D and G) PF+1%P hydrogels reveal an increasing 

degree of groove9like features. (E and H) PF+2%P hydrogels display a smoother pore surface 

and a greater degree of self9supporting features. (I) Increase in pore size and (J) decrease in pore 

density with additional PEGDA incorporation in PF9based hydrogel matrices. Circles denote 

individual pore measurements, diamonds denote means of respective groups and rectangular 

boxes represent the lower quartile, median and upper quartile of respective groups (Pore size: 

n=50 pores, Pore density: n=5 representative regions of interest, *p<0.05). 

 

+�����-1 Degradation behavior of PF9based hydrogels. (A9C) PF hydrogels undergo complete 

disassembly with leaching of Eosin Y over 180 minutes. (D9E) PF+1%P hydrogels and (G9I) 
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PF+2%P hydrogels remain intact in bulk structure over time. White line denotes the hydrogel 

edge and red line denotes the edge of the well. (J) PF hydrogels show significant reduction in 

hydrogel area compared to PF+1%P and PF+2%P hydrogels. (K) PF hydrogels undergo higher 

degree of Eosin Y release compared to PF+1%P and PF+2%P hydrogels (n=4 hydrogels, 

*p<0.05). Scale bar = 1 mm.  

 

+����� 31 Release profile kinetics of PF9based hydrogels. (A) Percentage cumulative release 

profiles of entrapped TRITC9dextran from PF9based hydrogels demonstrate slower release rates 

with increasing PEGDA concentration. (B) Plot of ln(19Mt/M∞) versus time for PF9based 

hydrogels. Correlation coefficients of fitted linear trendlines are presented adjacent to the 

respective trendlines. (C) Diffusion coefficients of TRITC9dextran released from PF9based 

hydrogels demonstrate significantly reduced values with the incorporation of additional PEGDA 

(n=4 hydrogels, *p<0.05). 

 

+�����41 MCF7 colony morphology over time. (A9D) Representative phase contrast images of 

MCF7 cells demonstrate local colony formation within PF9based hydrogels over 15 days in 

culture. (E) Increase in average colony area and (F) average colony diameter of MCF7 cells with 

time, with PF+2%P hydrogels displaying larger colony formation. (G) Average colony 

circularity and (H) average colony aspect ratio remain fairly constant among the three groups 

(Data presented as average of 3 independent tumor constructs, n = 50 colonies, * significant 

difference between PF and PF+2%P, # significant difference between PF and PF+1%P, p<0.05). 

Scale bar = 50 Um. 
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+�����51 SK9BR93 colony morphology over time. (A9D) Representative phase contrast images 

of SK9BR93 cells demonstrate local colony formation within PF9based hydrogels over 15 days in 

culture. (E) Increase in average colony area and (F) average colony diameter of SK9BR93 cells 

with time. (G) Average colony circularity and (H) average colony aspect ratio remain fairly 

constant with time (Data presented as average of 3 independent tumor constructs, n = 50 

colonies, no significant difference between three groups, p<0.05). Scale bar = 50 Um. 

 

+����� 61 MDA9MB9231 cell morphology over time. (A9D) Representative phase contrast 

images of MDA9MB9231 cells exhibit invasive and elongated morphologies within PF9based 

hydrogels while some cells remain spherical in shape and non9committed towards an invasive 

morphology. (E) Cellular area and (F) cellular diameter of MDA9MB9231 cells remain fairly 

uniform over time, with PF hydrogels displaying higher cellular size. (G) Cellular circularity and 

(H) cellular aspect ratio are also significantly different between hydrogels of three different 

compositions (Data presented as average of 3 independent tumor constructs, n = 50 cells, * 

significant difference between PF and PF+2%P, # significant difference between PF and 

PF+1%P, p<0.05). Scale bar = 50 Um. 

 

+����� 71 Cell viability in PF9based hydrogels. (A9L) Representative fluorescence z9stacks 

(thickness = 200 Um) of cells within PF9based tumor constructs stained with calcein AM (Live, 

green) and ethidium homodimer (Dead, red) on days 0 and 15 demonstrate uniform distribution 

of live cells. (M) MCF7, SK9BR93 and MDA9MB9231 cells exhibit relatively high cell viability 

through 15 days of culture, irrespective of matrix stiffness, thereby demonstrating that matrix 

stiffness does not influence cell viability; temporal changes in viability were observed in some 
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conditions (n = 5 z9stacks from at least 3 independent tumor constructs, *p<0.05). Scale bar = 

100 Um. 

 

+����� 81 Cell line9 and stiffness9dependent morphology and proliferation within PF9based 

hydrogels. (A9I) Representative fluorescence images of cells within tumor constructs on day 15 

post9encapsulation. Scale bar = 100 Um. (Inset 9 magnified view of corresponding image, Scale 

bar: 50 Um). (A9C) MCF7 and (D9F) SK9BR93 cells display local colony formation with cells 

stained for actin filaments (red, cell morphology), Ki67 (green, cell proliferation), and nuclei 

(blue). (G9I) MDA9MB9231 cells display elongated morphology in PF hydrogels which 

decreases with increasing PEGDA content. (J) Relative percentage of Ki67 positive cells for 

cancer cell lines in PF9based hydrogels (n= 5 z9stacks from at least 3 independent tumor 

constructs). 

 

+�����091 Locational heterogeneity in tumor constructs. Representative phase contrast images 

of (A) MCF7 cells cultured within PF hydrogels and imaged on day 15 exhibit locational 

differences in colony size with (B) those near the edge appearing largest in size, (C) those in the 

intermediate zone appearing smaller, and (D) those in the innermost zone appearing isolated and 

smallest in area. (E, F, G) Representative fluorescence images of MCF7 cells positive for Ki67 

(proliferative cells) are located closer to the hydrogel edge while those in the hydrogel center 

appear non9proliferative and quiescent. White dotted lines represent hydrogel edge. Analysis of 

phase contrast images of (H) MCF7 and (I) SK9BR93 cells reveal that cells are uniformly sized 

throughout hydrogel constructs on day 0, but locational differences in colony area are observed 

on day 7 and become more prominent by day 15. 
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%�''����	���� +����� 01 Ultrastructural features of tumor constructs. Representative SEM 

images of MCF7 cells within PF hydrogels display (A, D) a greater degree of colony formation 

at the edge compared to (G) the center of the hydrogel constructs and also exhibit (J) cell9cell 

interactions (denoted by white arrows) through (M) numerous cell9surface microvilli. SK9BR93 

cells display smaller colony formation compared to MCF7 cells which are (B, E) more numerous 

at the hydrogel edge compared to (H) the center regions. (K, N) Cell9cell and cell9matrix 

interactions are visible through surface microvilli9like features. MDA9MB9231 cells exhibit (C) 

elongated and invasive morphology with (F) higher cell density at the hydrogel edge compared 

to (I) the center of hydrogel constructs. (L, O) Elongated cells exhibit distinct cell9surface 

projections of varying shapes and dimensions. (M, N, O) Cell9surface projections are markedly 

different for the three cell types indicating heterotypic cell9matrix interactions. 

 

%�''����	����+�����21 MCF7 colony morphology over time. Distribution of (A) colony area, 

(B) colony diameter, (C) colony circularity and (D) colony aspect ratio of individual MCF7 

colonies in three hydrogel compositions over time (n= 50 colonies per time point per condition). 

 

%�''����	����+�����-1 SK9BR93 colony morphology over time. Distribution of (A) colony 

area, (B) colony diameter, (C) colony circularity and (D) colony aspect ratio of individual 

SK9BR93 colonies in three hydrogel compositions over time (n= 50 colonies per time point per 

condition). 
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%�''����	���� +����� 31 MDA9MB9231 cellular morphology over time. Distribution of (A) 

cellular area, (B) cellular diameter, (C) cellular circularity and (D) cellular aspect ratio of 

individual MDA9MB9231 cells in three hydrogel compositions over time. (n= 50 cells per time 

point per condition). 

 

%�''����	����+�����41 MDA9MB9231 elongation length over time. MDA9MB9231cells in PF 

hydrogels are significantly more elongated compared to those in PF+1%P and PF+2%P 

hydrogels (Data presented as average of 3 independent tumor constructs, n= 50 cells per time 

point per condition, * significant difference between PF and PF+2%P, # significant difference 

between PF and PF+1%P, p<0.05). 

 

%�''����	����+�����51 MDA9MB9231 elongation length over time. Distribution of cellular 

elongation length in three hydrogel compositions over time. (n= 50 cells per time point per 

condition). 

 

%�''����	����+����� 61 Locational variation in colony area. Distribution of (A) MCF7 and 

(B) SK9BR93 colonies within PF9based tumor constructs reveals relatively higher increase in 

colony area near the hydrogel edge as compared to the interior regions over 15 days in culture. 

Each point represents an individual colony. 

 

%�''����	����+����� 71 Collagenase diffusion in PF9based hydrogels. Analysis of diffusion 

kinetics of collagenase in hydrogels of varying composition shows reduction in effective 

diffusion coefficients with increasing PEGDA content (n=4 hydrogels per condition, *p<0.05). 
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%�''����	����*���
01 Z9stack of MCF7 cells cultured in PF hydrogels over 15 days reveals 

distinct spherical9shaped cell colonies located evenly throughout the entire z9section of the tumor 

constructs. 

 

%�''����	���� *���
 21 Z9stack of SK9BR93 cells cultured in PF hydrogels over 15 days 

reveals distinct cell colonies throughout the entire z9section of the tumor constructs. 

 

%�''����	���� *���
 -1 Z9stack of MDA9MB9231 cultured in PF hydrogels over 15 days 

reveals the invasive behavior of the cells with elongated cells with intercellular connections and 

protrusions appearing closer to the bottom surface of the hydrogel  construct and a distinct sub9

population of rounded cells appearing in the middle of construct.   
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Figure 4. Release profile kinetics of PF�based hydrogels. (A) Percentage cumulative release profiles of 
entrapped TRITC�dextran from PF�based hydrogels demonstrate slower release rates with increasing PEGDA 
concentration. (B) Plot of ln(1�Mt/M∞) versus time for PF�based hydrogels. Correlation coefficients of fitted 

linear trendlines are presented adjacent to the respective trendlines. (C) Diffusion coefficients of TRITC�
dextran released from PF�based hydrogels demonstrate significantly reduced values with the incorporation of 

additional PEGDA (n=4 hydrogels, *p<0.05).  
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